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Questions of mean convergence of classical orthogonal expansions and rates of 
divergence of their Lebesgue constants are dealt with, under two aspects. The first 
aspect is that the known results for Jacobi, Laguerre, and Fourier-Bessel series can 
be seen to be closely related to each other with respect to the kind of singularities in 
their Sturm-Liouville equations. The second, and the main aspect is to show that 
the rate of divergence of the Lebesgue constants for Fourier-Bessel series, which 
were unknown so far, fits well into this interpretation. For the latter purpose we use 
the Hankel translation in order to reduce the kernel of the Fourier-Bessel partial 
sum to a function of one variable, a representation of which is derived by the 
residue calculus. This method of proof is also discussed in connection with the 
methods used for the other orthogonal systems and with possible generalizations to 
more general eigenfunction expansions. c 1984 Academic Press. Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
We consider eigenfunction expansions arising from Sturm-Liouville 
equations of the form 
-g [s(x) $ Y(X)1 + b+) - q(x)1 Y(X) = 0 (1.1) 
on some interval I. We suppose that the functions s, w, and q are real-valued, 
s is differentiable, w, q are continuous, and s and w are positive in the 
interior of Z (cf. [6]). If s( x or w(x) vanishes at one or both endpoints of Z ) 
or if Z is unbounded, the equation (1.1) is called singular. Under appropriate 
boundary conditions (1.1) has a discrete spectrum of eigenvalues {A,),, k, 
and the corresponding eigenfunctions { y,},,, form an orthogonal system 
with respect to the weight functions w. For regular Sturm-Liouville 
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expansions one has equiconvergence in the mean with the Fourier series; i.e., 
they converge in the weighted Lebesgue spaces LP, for 1 < p < co [ 17,281. 
Thus it is natural to look for similar results concerning mean convergence of 
singular eigenfunction expansions, where the role of the Fourier series is 
probably taken over by some other classical singular eigenfunction 
expansion. Clearly, the kind of singularity of a Sturm-Liouville equation 
should be decisive of the mean convergence behavior for such an expansion, 
but, in view of the variety of isolated convergence results on Jacobi, 
Laguerre, and Fourier-Bessel series, it is by no means obvious how to 
formulate explicitly the connection between the kind of singularity and the 
mean convergence properties. Our first objective here is to study this con- 
nection. 
The two concepts themselves will be lixed as follows. Let x,, be a finite 
endpoint of the interval Z (singularities at infinity will not be considered 
here), and let the functions s and w in (1.1) be given such that s(x)/(]x -x01 
W(X)) tends to a positive constant when x -+ x0, x E I; then the exponent a in 
the relation W(X) N ]x - xO]O, x + x,,, x E Z, will be called the order of the 
singularity of (1.1). In case there are two singular endpoints with respective 
exponents a and /.? in w(x), we choose the larger one. Notice that the 
condition on s and w can always be satisfied by a substitution of the 
independent variable x. The mean convergence behavior of an eigenfunction 
expansion will be described by two characteristic quantities as follows. Let 
S,(f; x> = .f 
k=l 
denote the partial sums of the eigenfunction expansion of a function f, where 
the hk’s are normalization constants and f is supposed to belong to one of the 
Lebesgue spaces 
LW) = I g; II &p,(,, =11 ~g(x)l~w(x)dx~lA< mj (l<p< co). (1.3) I 
As the characteristic quantities we take the least values p,, and r0 such that 
Il~“.f-fIIL,- 0 ( n+co;Po<P<q09 ;+;= l,fEL:: J 9 
and 
II %IltL;I = WY (n + co). 
The main purpose of this paper is to state a relationship between the order 
of singularity a and the quantities po, ro, which covers the Jacobi, Laguerre, 
and Fourier-Bessel expansions. Here the terms Jacobi expansion, 
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etc., are understood in the wide sense; i.e., each of them stands for the entire 
class of expansions arising from various transformations of the classical 
Jacobi DE via the setting (1.2), (1.3). So we first have to put their Sturm- 
Liouville equations into a normalized form with respect o their singularity 
order (cf. (2.1)). From known results of Pollard, Muckenhoupt, Benedek, and 
Panzone the quantities po, rO can be determined, except the r,, of the Bessel 
expansion, and it turns out that in all three cases one has (Theorems 1 and 2) 
PO = PO(“) = $$$ (1.4) 
r,=r,(a)=a+& (l-5) 
As yet, the remaining quantity, i.e., r. for the Fourier-Bessel expansion, has 
not been determined, and it takes the major part of this paper to show that 
(1.5) also holds in the Bessel case (Theorem 3). 
After all, the latter result may be not surprising, but its proof is rather 
different from that of Theorem 2. This is because the Fourier-Bessel 
expansion is not of polynomial type as, in principle, the Jacobi and Laguerre 
expansions are. Thus, some nice properties of orthogonal polynomials as, 
e.g., the Christoffel-Darboux formula or certain summation formulas, are no 
longer at one’s disposal. It is therefore an additional purpose of this paper to 
examine how far the methods used for polynomial expansions are 
transferable here, or have to be modified. It turns out that, after writing the 
Bessel partial sum as an integral operator, it is still possible to reduce its 
kernel to a function of one variable by means of a translation operator. 
though an additional problem occurs (cf. Sect. 3) which is of its own interest. 
Moreover, the role of the summation formula is taken over by a kernel 
representation obtained via the residue calculus. Here the results are of a 
much more complicated nature than for polynomial series. In this sense, 
progress in the particular Bessel case may also be of interest for the study of 
general eigenfunctions expansions. 
2. MAIN RESULTS 
The types of Jacobi, Laguerre, and Bessel eigenfunction expansions are 
defined via the Sturm-Liouville equations 
-$ [(I -xy+’ (1 +x)4+’ &Y(X) 
I 
+A(1 -x)cl (1 +x)D y(x)=0 
c a>p>-+,a>-+,z= [-1911 ) (2.la) 
409/103/2-14 
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(2.lb) 
-&Y(X) +Wy(x)=O 
I 
a>-+=[o,l] (2.lc) 
Notice that they are given in a form with corresponding singularity order a 
in an endpoint x0 of the intervals I, namely in x0 = 1 in the first case and in 
x,, = 0 in the two other cases. Under the hypothesis that their solutions 
belong to Li and are uniformly bounded on 1, with the normalization that 
y(x) tends to 1 when x tends to x0, and that y( 1) = 0 in the Bessel case 
(2.lc), the eigenfunctions and eigenvalues of the equations (2.1) are 
yk(x) = R ‘$:4, (x) = P;!, (x)/P;rp, (1 ), A, = (k - l)(k + a + P), (2.2a) 
yk(x) = L&- 1 (x) = e-X’2Lr- 1 (x)/L:-, (0), &=k++-+, (2.2b) 
~~(4 = jt (fi) = 2”r(a + l)(~,~ \/j;)P Ja(ck,u dQ I, = + c:,, 
(2.2c) 
for k E N. Here, PF14 and L; denote the Jacobi and Laguerre polynomials, 
respectively, J (x) the Bessel function of the first kind, and c,+ its successive 
positive zeros. In (2.1), only the Jacobi DE is given in its usual form, while 
the two other DE’s are transformed versions of the DE’s of the Laguerre 
polynomials and of the Bessel functions [29], 
+ ke-“x”L;(x) = 0, k=O,l,..., (2.3a) 
(2.3b) 
By SEY4, Y;, and S’; let us denote the Jacobi, Laguerre, and Fourier- 
Bessel partial sums, respectively, defined according to (1.2), (2.2), with 
w(x) = w,,,(x) = (1 - x)O (1 + x)~ in the Jacobi case and W(X) = w,(x) = x” 
in the two other cases. Our first observation is that in each of these cases the 
quantity p. depends in the same way on the singularity order a. 
THEOREM 1. Ifl (4a + 4)/(2a + 3) < p < (4a + 4)/(2a + l), then one 
has 
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i ;, I~~,D(~xX)-ff(X)IPW,,~(X)~X-+O 
(4 for each f E L&,(0, a~), a > 0, 
I mIY::(f;X)-f(X)IpW,(X)dx-tO 0 
(iii) for each f E LP,,,,(O, l), a > -$, 
!’ lls::df;x~-f~x~l~w,~x~du-tO 0 
Moreover, the convergence behavior of the Jacobi and Fourier-Bessel 
expansions is still the same when -1 < a < -4, whereas in the Laguerre 
case the second singularity of DE (2. lb) at infinity requires confining a to 
non-negative values. 
The proof of part (i) of Theorem 1 is due to Pollard [25] (cf. also ]23]), 
and the proof of the two other parts follows by suitably choosing the 
parameters in the convergence theorems of Muckenhoupt [24] and of 
Benedek and Panzone [5], respectively. Notice that the Askey-Wainger 
result on mean convergence of Laguerre series [2] is subsumed in part (ii) 
for a = 0 only. So the point here is rather a particular selection and inter- 
pretation of known results than their derivation. A brief review of results on 
mean convergence for Fourier-Bessel series may illustrate the nature of this 
selection. 
There are contributions, e.g., by Wing [31], Hochstadt [ 191, Generozov 
[ll], Gilbert [12], and Gol’dman [ 131, as well as Benedek and Panzone 
[4,5 1. As to the types of expansions treated in these papers consider the 
orthogonal relation 
I 
1 
J&k,A J,(c,,A x dx = fJH+ l(Ck,J 4,” 
0 
which implies that, for any y, the functions 
v,(x) = VT’(x) = \/z IJ, + L@k,J I-lx- *J,e/d)9 kEiN 
form an orthonormal system on (0, 1) with respect to the weight function 
wzv+ l(X) = x 2yt ‘. Thus one can formally expand in this system a function f 
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of some space LP,04+ i), 1 <p < co,B > -1, and ask for the largest p- 
interval such that 
(2.4) 
provided the coefficients @Y(f) = Jtf(t) ~&*y(t) 2Yt1 dt exist for 
f ~LP,(2LNI, Wing [3 1 ] was the first to solve this problem for each a > - f 
in the two particular cases y = /.I = - f and y = /3 = 0. The most general 
result for a > -1 is due to Benedek and Panzone who chose y = 0, but let the 
weight parameter j? be unrestricted. By substituting x into \/;; in (2.4) it 
follows at once that the type of convergence in Theorem 1 (iii) can be 
described by the parameters y= /3 = a > -i. In order to make the result of 
Benedek and Panzone applicable here, we set g(t) = t”f(t) and rewrite (2.4) 
with ~=/?=a into 
1’ 1 ‘f u;?‘(g) I&,‘(X) - g(x) /Ix~~+- dx-i 0 
0 k=l 
(n+ =JP gwIq2atbap)) 
Thus our selection in Theorem 1 (iii) corresponds to the case y = 0, 
p = a( 1 - p/2). 
Concerning ro, the other characteristic quantity, for Jacobi and Laguerre 
expansions one has 
THEOREM 2. (i) Let a>/l>-4. Then 
IlsYY IL;,,,,,1 = Aa,4nat “2 + ~(n”“‘~), a > - + 
= $ log )2 + o(log n), 
1 a=---- 
2 
for n --t 00, where 
A 2 T(a/2 + l/4) T(a/2 + 3/4) a.4 =- n312 r(a + l)T((a +/I)/2 + 1) ’ 
(ii) Let a > 0. Then 
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for n + co, where 
2”+3’2 qa/2 + l/4 r(3/4) 
&da=- 
7r3’2 r(a + 1) T(a/2 + 1) . 
The proof of part (i) follows by a combination of arguments due to Askey, 
Hirschman, Wainger, Gasper, Rau, and Larch (cf. [ 1,3, 10,27,20]). The 
order of the Lebesgue constant in part (ii) was recently found by Gdrlich 
and the author [ 141, while the value of the constant ,tp, will be given here. 
For a = 0 compare also [22]. 
The method of proof of Theorem 2 will serve us as a pattern for the Bessel 
case. The verification of both parts proceeds in three steps. First the 
respective convolution structures [3, 10, 141 are applied to identify the 
operator norms of the partial sums with the Lt. norms of their reduced 
kernels 
Thus, the Lebesgue functions of the two expansions attain their maxima in 
the respective nd points t = 1 and t = 0. Second, by a well known property 
of orthogonal polynomials [29, Theorem 3.1.41 the reduced kernels can be 
represented in closed form by 
Kyyx, 1) = 2-“-4 T(n+a+P) 
r(a + l)r(n +P) 
P;‘:qQ 
(2.5) 
.Ay(x, 0) = 
1 
T(a+ l)e 
-x/2 L;‘:(x). 
The last step is to determine asymptotic expansions of their norms; for the 
Jacobi case see [27,20]. 
It remains to determine the constant &‘, of the Laguerre case. The various 
bounds and asymptotic expansions of the Laguerre functions [24] yield 
+ O(max{n-“2, n(a-‘)‘2}) (n + m>, 
where r=v(n-l,a+ 1)=4n+2a and 
g(v, x) = - + arccos 
V-1 
t + + \/m + +. 
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Substituting x = vf, the integral on the right-hand side becomes 
V 
a/2 (2’xY2 t3/4-a/2(1 _ t)‘/4 1 cos(vh(t) + :  / dt, 
where h(t) = -i arccos(\/l) + 1 ,/m is strictly increasing for 0 < t < 1. 
With the machinery given in [26, Ch. 2, no. 1061, it follows that 
IIZXXY oNL:((I) 
n(“+ I)/2 va/2 l f+3/4(1 _ p4 dt + (+p1/2) 
,ft112 t o(n a+1’2) (n+ co). I 
Our main objective is to determine the order r. of the Lebesgue constant 
of the Fourier-Bessel expansion. 
THEOREM 3. (i) Let a = - f . Then 
1 * 
II K1’2111L;(-,,*)] = Jl smn7Lx dx=~logn+O(l) o sin(z/2)x (n + al). 
(ii) Let a > - 4. Then 
Ilw[L~(a)] =A,n”+1’2 -I- o(nn+1’2) (n+ oo), 
where, for -j < a < 4 at least, 
For the proof, we represent the Lebesgue constant via the associated 
Lebesgue function by 
where 
Kz(x, t) = i (h;)-‘j:(x) j:(t), h; = i 2”gy,$1) 
I I 
2 
J,+ l@kdJ * 
k=l 
Here we have passed over from 6, fi to x, t for convenience. The 
estimation of the Lebesgue function is based on several lemmas in 
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Sections 3,4, and 5, and the proof of Theorem 3 will be completed at the end 
of Section 5. 
3. HANKELTRANSLATION AND REDUCTION 
OF THE FOURIER-BESSEL KERNEL 
The Hankel translation c of a functionf E L$(,,+ i,(O, co) is defined for 
taOby 
TP’Cf;x)=~{S(lx-tl)+S(x+t)}, a=-i 
2 
(3.1) 
I 
.X+1 
,x~t,“fwK&, 44zZo+’ dz, 
1 = a>----, 
2 
where 
D,(x, t, z) = 
T(a + 1) 
Qa + l/2) r( l/2) 
(xtz)- 2a @(x, t, z))*” - I 
and 
p(x, 1, z) = +(2[x* t* + x22* + t*zy - x4 - t4 - z4y2 
= 4 ([(x + t)2 - z’] [z’ - (x - t>y. 
Originally, this translation was introduced for defining the convolution 
structure of the Hankel transform on the positive half-axis (cf., e.g., [7, 16, 
l&8]). Here we apply q to the Fourier-Bessel series. But, as compared 
with the ordinary translation r,(f; x) = f(x + t), which can be applied to the 
Fourier transform associated with the line group as well as to the Fourier 
series on the torus, the situation here is much more involved. 
In fact, the Hankel translation satisfies 
qyj;; x) = .cxx) .m (kEN;x,t>O,a>-!). 
Thus, the Lebesgue function A;(t) of (2.6) can be written as 
~FxO = II ~FX% 0); x)llL$(29+,,(o.1~ 
= ;j; Ifp2(JX - tl, 0) + K,“2(X + t, O)l dx, a=-;, (3.2) 
.X+t 
= K;(z, 0) D,(x, t, z) Zig+ ’ dz x*~ + ’ dx, 
1 
a>--. 
IX--t1 2 
In order to prove that A;(t) attains its maximum at t = 0, one has to show 
that 
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uniformly in t E [0, 11. In the following, (3.3) will be confirmed for -f < 
a ,< 4. The difficulty in proving (3.3) arises from the fact that the argument 
of Kz dilates from [0, 1 ] to [0,2] under the translation y, 0 < t < 1. So the 
main task consists in replacing the values of K;(z, 0) with 1 < z < 2 by such 
with O<z< 1. 
Moreover, the validity of (3.3) can be considered as the key problem in 
finding a convolution structure for the Fourier-Bessel series. Here, with 
L&?.+l)P~ 119 one has to associate a new space IL,,, + i), say. It is endowed 
with the same norm, but consists of Lk(,,+ ,,(O, 1)-functions, extended to the 
interval [0,2] in such a way that span,,,{jF} cL&~+~) and (3.3) remains 
true. Let us illustrate this in the particular cases a = -f and a = f . Setting 
L 
1 
D(f) = [0,2],f(x) = -$(2 - x) for 1 < x < 2 a.e., 
-fv(o) = J IIslIE~(,,= IlfllL:(,,(o,1~ < a i 
zivw = 1 
D(f) = [0,2], xf(x) = -(2 - x) f(2 -x) for 1 < x < 2 a.e., 
A IvIlE:,,, = IlfllL~,,,W, < 00 I 
we have 
LEMMA 1. Let a=-+ or a=$. Then 
(9 .C~~A2,+l, W Wp 
(ii) II TM x)IIL~~Ia+,+o, 1j G IlfllL;,,a+,,co, 1j (0 < t G L f E %n+ J 
Proof: Part (i) is trivial in view of 
j,“‘(X) = cos(k - +) 71x, j;“(x) = z (k E N). 
Concerning (ii) in case a = -$, it follows from 
wheref EZ’ and O,<t< 1, that 
1 ’ 
I( T-“‘(A x)lIwo, 1) = 1 I If(lx-tl)+f(x+OI~X o 
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Similarly, in case a = f one obtains for each f E xi,,,, 
II c’*tL X)I/L~(,,(O.l) 
x+t 
= dz x2 dx 
lx-t1 
$j~-tlStz)lz(j~~~t,~drj dz+jI’~ttIf(e)lz(j,:-t,~dx) dz 
G j’If@)I z(j;zyt, Gdx) dz = llfllL:(2)~0.1~’ 
Here we have used the identity 
which holds in view off(z) z = -f(2 - z)(2 - z), as well as, for each 1 - t < 
z< 1, 
I :pZet$dx= j(itGdx<j:+t$dx. m 
Consequently, for a = *a one can define a convolution of two functions 
fEL:t2a+I) (0, 1) and g E Lit,,+ 1j by 
U* g)(x) = I,' f(t) T(g; x) f2n+ ' dt (OGXX I), 
which belongs to I,$,,+ ,,(O, 1) in view of 
Ilf * gllL:,2a+,) G IlfllL~,,Za+,) II gllL&*a+l, ( 
a=--+,a=+-]. (3.4) 
An application of Lemma 1 to K;(x, 0) immediately yields (3.3) for 
a = f 4, so that in these cases the assertion of the following Lemma 2(i) is 
established. For general a > - f , one obtains an upper bound for the 
Lebesgue constant (2.6) in terms of the reduced kernel by interchanging the 
order of integration on the right-hand side of (3.2). As will be proved in 
Section 5, this can also be used to derive (3.3) for -4 < a < 4. So we have 
LEMMA 2. (i) Let --$<a<{. Then 
IIWIL:,~,] =~m = Ilcxx~ wIL~(*a+*,. 
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(ii) For a > +, the Lebesgue constant is bounded by 
n,(O)~ll~,ll,~~~~~,~~~~~~~lK:(x~O)l~~(x)n’n”d~~ 
where 
gw = 1, O<x<l-t 
r(a + 1) 
i 
(1 -X*-t2)/2Xt 
= r(a + l/2) I( l/2) 
(1 - u’)~-“~ du, 
_ r 
1--t<x<l+t (3.5) 
= 0, 1+t<x<2. 
Remark 1. For a > f it is not known whether the Lebesgue function 
A;(t) attains its maximum at t = 0. Certainly, it will not be attained at t = 1 
since the Lebesgue function vanishes there, in view of the common zero of all 
eigenfunctions j;(t), k E N, at t = 1. The latter fact suggests how a suitable 
1 extension of a function f E L wC2a+ 1j(0, 1) to the interval (1, 21 should be 
defined for a > -{. In view of 
0 z zq(x, 1) = c(K;(o, 0); x) 
I 
1+.X 
= K;(z, 0) D,(x, 1, z) Zig+’ dz (O<x< 1,nEN) 
1-X 
the extension off to (1,2] should solve the Volterra integral equation 
I 
1+x 
f(z) D,(x, 1, z) zZn+r dz 1 
=- I ,1-/(z) D,(x, 1, z) Zig+’ dz (O<x< 1). 
4. INTEGRAL REPRESENTATIONS OF THE REDUCED BESSEL KERNEL 
First let us note some properties of the Bessel functions to be used later; 
see, e.g., [9,30]. The Bessel functions of the first and second kind, J,(z) and 
Y,(z), as well as the Hankel functions 
H:‘(z) = J,(z) + iY,(z), H:‘(z) = J,(z) - iv,(z) 
are analytic and single valued in the complex plane cut along a ray 
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beginning at the branch point z = 0. Once for all we choose as that ray the 
set {r exp(i5n/4); --cc ( r < 0). In view of the Wronskians 
J,(z) Y&(z) -J;(z) Y,(z) = ;, 
J,(z) Hh”‘(Z) -J&(z) z-q’(z) = ;, 
(4.1) 
and the relation zJ;(z) - aJ,(z) = -zJ, + ,(z) the values of Y, and Hz’ at 
the zeros of J, are 
L@k,J = -W’(%J = 2h,,Ja+ I&J1 - l 
Furthermore, the asymptotic expansions 
(k E N). 
.,,=~~cos~z-~-~)(l+O(~)j, 
@!‘(z)=Jzexp(i(i-T-+)1( 1+0(h)) (4*2) 
for 1 z I+ cc will be needed, as well as the inequalities (a > -i) 
IJ,(z)I < Cmin{lzl*, jzl-“‘} exp(lImzl), 
IJ,(z)I > C IzI-~‘* ew(lImzl) (I Im z I law), 
IzI+‘, a#0 
IWb;“@)l< c (I z I small), 
IHz’(z)l< C Iz~-~‘* exp(-Imz) (I z I law). 
Here and in the following, C denotes a constant which may be different at 
each occurrence. Let 
u(z) = a(z; a, x) = ~Z”“J,‘(Z){J,(Z) YJXZ) -J,(xz) Y,(z)}, 
b(z) = b(z; a, x) = 1 za + V,‘(z) Hbf ‘(z) JJXZ). 
By (4.1), one has for Im z # 0 
1 
a(z)=;z a+‘Ja(xz)jx [cJ;(tz)]-‘dt. 
1 
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Both a(z) and b(z) have simple poles at the zeros c~,~ of J, for ]k/ E N, 
where c-~,~ stands for -c~,~, and they are related to each other by 
b(z) + iu(z) = f za+ l Iq(xz). 
From known properties of the Bessel functions one derives 
qz; -+,x)= g=,, b(z;+x) =-JZ ir;;y e”, 
a(-z) = -u(z), u(f) = U(Z)) 
b(-z) = -b(z) + zn+‘Ja(xz), b(2) = b(z), 
and 
Ju(z; a,x)I < cx-“* IZy+j’* ~1mz(-‘exp{(~x-1~-1)~1mz]}, 
]b(z;a,x)]<Cx-*‘* lz(“+“*exp{(x-2)Imz}, 
provided Jim zI and Im z, respectively, are large enough. 
The reduced Bessel kernel Kz(x, 0) can be represented as follows. 
LEMMA 3. Let a>-j,nEN. Settingz,=M,,,+qifir qER, where 
C ,,.a <M,,, < c,,+~,~, one has 
2”r(a + 1) x”CXxv 0) = 2 i: h,nY J,: &,a) J&w4 (4.3) 
k=l 
=2 
I O” Re[&, ; a, x)] dv 0 
(4.4) 
= (M,,,)m+’ x-‘J a+ I(Mn,ax> - 210m WW,; a, x)] dv. (4.5) 
Both representations are based on the calculus of residues. While (4.4) can 
be considered as an extension of a method which, apart from later 
contributions of Young and Watson, dates back to Hankel and Schllfli 
(cf. [30, Ch. 18]), the second representation (4.5) will be proved by extending 
a method due to MacRobert [21]. The latter has also been used by Wing 
[3 1 ] and by Benedek and Panzone [5]. 
Proof of Lemma 3. Concerning (4.4), the residues of u(z) at the poles 
Ck,a are 
res(u(z)9 ck,a) = -+ (Ck,a)u+l [Ji&k,n>l-’ Ja(Ck,aX) ‘&k,a) 
= + (%,a)= J&(Ck,o)J&k,aX)* 
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Consequently, the sum on the right-hand side of (4.3) equals the integral of 
(l/i) a(z) over any contour K which has c~,~ for 1 < k Q n in its interior and 
the others outside. Let K be positively-oriented and given by K = K, UK, U 
K, U K, , with 
for some positive B. Since a(z) is an odd function, the integral over K, 
vanishes for each B > 0. The integral over K, U K, can be estimated by 
Im [a(r + Bi)] dt 
< CM,,,X-“*B”~“* exp{(lx - 11 - 1) B} 
for B sufficiently large, and thus it tends to zero as B -+ 00. Finally, 
I +2(z) dz = I 
B 
Kl --B 
a(Mn,a + vi> dv = 21’ Re[a(z,)] dq, 
0 
which converges to (4.4) for B -+ co. 
Concerning (4.5) we integrate b(z) over a positively-oriented contour K 
obtained from the rectangle with vertices fM,,, and fM,,, + Bi by 
indenting its basis line by semi-circles SC,(c,,,) with suffkiently small 
radius r > 0 at each c~,~, Ikl< n. Here, co,, = 0 and cPk,= are defined as 
before. The integral over K is zero since b(z) is holomorphic in its interior. 
Let us write K = UT= 1 KJr) U U,“,, K,(B), where 
K,(r) =u SCr(~k,a), IklGn 
K2(r) = [-M,,,, M,,,l 
\ 
u @k+ - r, Ck,a + r, 
Ikl<n 
K,(B) = W,,, + vi, 0 < v <B}, 
K,(B) = 1-t + Bi; -M,,, < l< M,,,}, 
K,(B) = k-M,,, + (B - r) i; 0 < rl <B}, 
and consider the limit of SKb(z) d z as B -+ co and r-+ O+. To begin with 
K,(r), the integral over SC,(O) tends to zero with r, and we want to show 
that the sum of the integrals over the other semi-circles tends to (-1) times 
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the right-hand side of (4.4), as r+ O+. Indeed, denoting by C,(c,,,) the 
negatively-oriented circle with center c~,~ and radius r, one has 
-7ri res(b(z), c~,~) = +j b(z) dz 
CA%a) 
1 =- 2 I sc (c,, I .a 
) [b(z) - b(-~11 dz 
= 
I SCr(%u) 
b(z)dz+j z*+‘J,(xz)dz. 
SCAc!i,lJ 
The second integral vanishes as r -+ 0+ for each 1 kl E N. On the other hand 
the residues can be calculated in couples to obtain 
-4 rW(z), ck,J + res(b(z), c-,,,>I 
= 7qc&&J=+ ’ J,: dc& %%+A Jc&,A 
= -2(c,wJ J,: &,a) J&,A (k E N). 
Denoting by K:(r) the positive part of K,(r), we have 
For r + 0+ this tends to 
I 
Mn,, 
0 
5”+1J~(5x)d5=~(M”,“)a+1 J,+,(M,,,x), 
i.e., to the first term in (4.5). The second term is obtained by letting B + co 
in 
I b(z) dz = i jB [b(M,,, + vi) - b(--M,,, + vi>1 dv Kx”Ks 0 
= -2 
j 
’ Im[b(z,)] dq 
0 
The integral over K,(B) can easily be majorized by a o( 1) - term, as B + co, 
and this completes the proof of Lemma 3. 
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Remark 2. Equation (4.5) can also be deduced from (4.4) by using 
Re[a(z,)] = -Im[b(z,)] + Im + (z,Y+l Hh”(xz,,)]. 
[ 
To this end it suffices to show that 
Im [ (z,Y + ’ g?(xz,)] dq = jM”” <” + ‘J,(x() d<. (4.6) 
Indeed, the integral of f Z” + ’ Hz’(xz) (which has a continuous extension to 
the origin) over the positively-oriented rectangular contour with vertices 
fMn,a and fM,,, + Bi is zero for each B > 0. The sum of the integrals 
along the vertical sides tends to (-1) times the left-hand side of (4.6), while 
the integral over [-M,,,, M,,,] gives the right-hand side of (4.6). The 
integral over the other horizontal side vanishes as B -+ 03. 
It should be mentioned that the representation (4.5) admits a comparison 
with the representations of the reduced Jacobi and Laguerre kernels (2.5). 
Choosing for M,,,, in particular, the zeros c,,, + , of J, + I which interlace 
the zeros c,,, and c,+,,, of J,, and dividing the first term of (4.5) by the 
factor 2”r(a + 1) xn of KE(x, 0), the resulting term becomes proportional to 
the Bessel eigenfunctions j:“(x), which corresponds to the summation 
formulas (2.5). Unfortunately the second term in (4.5), being of the same 
order as the first, cannot be neglected. To demonstrate the latter fact it 
suffices to consider the particular cases a = k f , where the reduced kernels 
Kc(x, 0) are known explicitly. We employ the identities (0 < x < 2) 
7c2 cos(7c/2)x 1 p-q&=-- 
4 sin2(7r/2) x + 7 
(4.7) 
(cf. [15, 3.511(4) and 3.524(13)]). For a= -4 one has ck,-i/2 = (k-f)n, 
kE N, so that 
Ip2(X, 0) = 2 -f 
k=l 
sin nrtx 
sin(7r/2) x’ (4.8) 
Choosing M, ,-,, 2 = c “,,, 2 = nx, the two parts of (4.5) are 
J,,,(nxx) = ---& sin nxx 
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sin n7rx 2 . 
= sin (7r/2) x - YG7 ‘m n7rx’ 
For a = ), it follows with ck,,,* = kn, k E N, that 
K;“(x, 0) = 2 2 ksin krtx 
x k=l 
= 2x sin2(7r/2) x
{(n + 1) sin n7rx - n sin(n + 1) nx}. 
Here we choose LV,,,,~ = (n + 4) ?r which is asymptotically equal to c,,,,, 
(cf. (5.3)). Then (4.5) turns into the sum of 
(n + l/2) 71 3’2 
X 
) gJ3,2( (n ++) -) 
2n + 1 
=yr 
1 
sin(n + l/2) 7r.x 
(n + l/2) 7rX 
-cos(n+$ xx/ 
and 
= _ (2n + 1) n cos(n + l/2) 7ix 2n + 1 1 
2x sin(7r/2) x
+ TCOS n+- 7L.Y 
X ( 2 1 
1 
+ 2x 
Lsin n +- m ( 1 cos(742) x 2 1 2 ----5sin n+- 7rx. sin2(n/2) x 7rx ( ) 2 
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5. ASYMPTOTIC EXPANSION OF THE REDUCED BESSEL KERNEL, 
PROOF OF THEOREM 3 
LEMMA 4. For a > -3, n E IN let M,,, = (n + a/2 + j) x and let 97 be 
as in (3.5). Then for each 0 < x < 2 one has 
fq(x, 0) x2= + l
J;r sin(M,,,x - a7r/2 - 7rJ4) 
= 2”+“‘T(a + 1) sin (n/2) x (w&Y+ I’* + r(Mn,a, x), 
(5.1) 
where r(M,,, , x) = 0 if a = - f , and otherwise, 
i 2 lr(K,,, xN9Xx) dx ,< C 0 i 
y;(“;;$2 
-$<a<+ 
n.o 3 a>+ 
(5.2) 
with a constant C being independent of n. 
ProoJ The case a = -i is trivial in view of (4.8). For a > -4, we 
separately consider the cases 0 < x Q c(M,,,)-’ and c(M,J’ < x < 2, 
where the constant c is chosen to be so large that the O-terms in the 
asymptotic expansions of the Bessel functions (4.2) are neglectable for 
Izl > c. For 0 < x < c(M,,,)-‘, a rough estimation yields 
(Iq(x, O)l xZa+’ = ,4Y(;‘+ 1) t (Ck.2 J,:*(ck,JJ*(ck,ax) 
kiJ-1 
< CX2a+’ g, (Ck,JZa+ l 
<Cx2a+ln2a+2 
\ 
Here we have used that Ji+ ,(c~,~) c~,~ is bounded away from zero for each 
k E N and that 
C k+f--$)n+O(+j (k-m). (5.3) 
Thus, the integrals over 0 < x < c(M,,,)-’ of the modulus of the left-hand 
side of (5.1) as well as of the main term on the right-hand side are uniformly 
bounded in n, in accordance with condition (5.2) for the remainder term. For 
c(M,,,)-’ < x < 2 we use (4.5) in the form 
2”T(a + 1) Kz(x, 0) x~~+’ 
= w,,,)a+’ xaJ~+lwn,P) 
- 
I 
O” Im[(xzJ,+l J, ‘(z,) ft?(z,) Ja(xz,Jl dv (5.4) 
0 
409/103/2-I5 
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Choosing M,,, = (n + a/2 + f) rr in Lemma 3 is admissible in view of (5.3). 
Since (xz,I > Mn,=x >, c, it follows by (4.2) that 
< c(Mn,,x)-3’2 
and 
A simple calculation shows that 
--tl 
J,-‘(z,) Hbf’(z,) --AL- 
cash r 
< C/z,/-’ e-211. 
This gives 
ImN=,> u+’ J,‘(z,) z-z~‘(z,) JJXZ,)] 
z - 
J [ ; Im kJ a+1’2 COs Mn,ax - 7 -: + xvi ( )]SI 
< C(1 +x) IxzJ-“~ e-(2-x)tl. 
Substituting the terms on the right-hand side of (5.4) by means of these 
estimates and using (4.7) one obtains 
2”r(a+ l)K;(x,O)X*~+‘- 
2;’ 
7 sin(M,,,x-arr/2-7r/4) 
7 
sin(lr/2) x 
(Mn,ax)=+1’2 
I (M”,,X) M,,a~ - E - z 2 4 sinh xv 
(5.5) 
M,,a~ - 7 - T + xvi 
e -0 
cos -ddrl cash q 
+ CX-‘(M~,~X)~-~‘* + C(l +x) 
5 
om Ixz,14/2 e-‘2-X’~ &. 
Thus we have found the main term of the representation (5.1) as well as a 
majorant for I r(M,,, , x)1 which will be used to verify (5.2). 
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The main difficulty here is that the majorant becomes ingular if x tends 
to 2. This is compensated partly by the function q$ in (5.2). Indeed, by 
definition (3.5) it follows that 
0 < VP(X) < c I 
(l-X2-f*)/2XI 
(1 + a)=-“* A.4 
-1 
< ct- a-l/2(1 + t-x)a+l/2, 
when 1 < x ( 1 + t. Combining this with the obvious estimate o:(x) < 1 we 
have 
0 < @(x) < C(2 - x>= + “2 (O<t< 1, O<x<2). (5.6) 
For a further estimation of the right-hand side of (5.5) it is crucial to keep 
the order of M,,, as well as the singularity for x + 2- under control. To this 
end, we split up the first integral into I, and I,, say, which range over 
PJC,,l and Ph co), respectively, and use the identities 
Im (x.zJn+ 1’2 
[ 
cos A4n,ax-T-$+xqi 
( )I 
X ]sin[ (a++) arctank] cos(M.,,x-7-T) coshxv 
? arctan - 
M n,o! 
= Ixz, Ia+ “2 cash q 
X /sin[ (*++) ]arctan*-+++(2--*)I] COsnRy 
-cos[ (a++) /arctan*--+++(2-x,i] sinnlrx/ 
+ O(IXZ~~*+~‘~ eex9) PI‘ a>* 
It follows that 
M.,, I, = 1 I 0 (Mn,ux)a+1’2 (1 -cos[ (a++) arctan&]) 
X sin M,,a~ -y - $ sinh xy 
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x arctan -?- M 1 ( sin n,a sinh xq 
+ (x~/W)~+ “* sin 1 
x cos M”,,x+$ 
which can be estimated from above by 
I, Q C 
J 
Mn’axqe- (2--x)q dq(M,,,,x)“-1’2 = r,(Mn,a, x), 
0 
say. For I, one obtains 
J 
m 
,< 
e-‘2-“‘71 dtl(M,,,x)a+1/2 
M”,, 
+C 
J 
m (xr)“+‘/2 
Mll,, I[ 
L++32mx) 
-tlsinnnxI coshxq+epX” 1 I 
e --tl 
-dv cash q 
1 
G-e 2-x 
-(2-x)M,,, (M,,,X)a+1/2 
co 
+C J , M, a (xv)“-‘I2 eh2-“” dy M,,ax 
+C 
[ 
c (2 -x) + 1 sin .,i] Jm (xv)~+~‘~ e-(2-x)v dq 
Mn,, 
+c J m (xrf)“+‘/2 e-(2+Xh & M”,, 
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say. The remaining two terms on the right-hand side of (5.5) are bounded by 
CX-1(Mn,aX)a-1’2 + c l +x 2-x wn,~xY2 
+ C(l + x)/m n (~q)~-~‘* e-(2-X)n dq = i rj(Mn,a, x), 
j=6 
say. The assertion of Lemma 4 now follows by observing that each of the 
terms 
Rj= 
for 1 < j < 8 is bounded by the right-hand side of (5.2) at least. For 
example, in case j = 6 one has 
R,<C i 
2 
X 
n-3/2 dx(~,,,)o-l/* 
CW,&’ 
I 
w,,,)=-“2, a>+ 
< c ~O~Gwz,,>~ a=f 
1, -+<a<+. 
In the other cases the interval of integration can be extended to [0, 21. For 
j = 1 and j = 3, the assertion follows by interchanging the order of the 
integrations. One of the crucial cases is the case j = 4. By 
j 
a (x~)utl/2 e-(2-xhdrl=jm yn+1/2e-y~y(2-x)-~-3/*x~+‘/~ 
.w*,, (*-mf”,, 
< T(a + 3/2)(2 - X)-~-~'~ xat"' 
and by (5.6) it follows that 
2 
R,<C j( o +(2-x)+lsinn?tx\) &xa+li2dx 
<c+c s 
* lsin n7rxl 
0 2-x 
dx<Clogn. 
The remaining cases can be treated similarly. 1 
Proof of Lemma 2 for -i < a < f. We want to show that 
c 2 IK;(x, O)lp?(x) x*=+1 dx < I,’ pg(x, O)lX2a+l dx (n 2 no) (5.7) 0 
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for each 0 < t < 1, so that the left-hand side attains its maximum at t = 0. 
For this purpose we use 
= sin(M,,,x - an/2 - n/4) 
sin(7r/2) x 
q:(x) xn+ 1’2 dx(MJ+ 1’2 + O(d,,,) 
= sin(M,,,x - an/2 - 7r/4) 
sin(n/2) x 
y/;(x) xn + 1’2 dx(M,,J + 1’2 + O(d,& 
(5.8) 
when n--+ co, where a,, a 
(n + a/2 + l/4) 
denotes the bound in (5.2), M,,, = 
71, and op, ip are defined by (3.5) and 
wP(x> = 1, O<x<l-t 
2-X a+112 
= q:(x) + #(2 -x) - ( ) (5.9) 9 X 1--t<x<l, 
respectively. The first identity in (5.8) is a consequence of Lemma 4, and the 
second follows by observing that the ratio of sine functions is invariant under 
the substitution x into 2 -x up to a factor of (-1). This proves (5.7) since 
d is of lower order than (M, a)at ‘I2 and, for each 0 < t < 1 and 
:ia< a < f , the continuous function’ VP(X) satisfies 0 < w;(x) < 1 on [0, 1 ] 
as well as w:(x) < 1 in a neighborhood of x = 1. Indeed, w:(x) equals 1 for 
O<x,<l-tbydefinition,andfor I-t<x<l, 
(1 _ gyx)) rca + l/2) W2) 
T(a + 1) 
(1 - u2)u-1’2 du 
( 2(1+ t-x) - 1-u2+ (2-x)(l+x+t) [l 42)a-l’2( ;;-)“““/ du 
is non-negative, as is the term in curly brackets, provided that -3 < a < j. 
Moreover, 
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qa + 1) 
I 
-t/2 
= 2 qa + 1,2)q1,2) (1 - u2Y-1’2 du < 1 (O<t<l). I -1 
Proof of Theorem 3. The assertions for a = - 4 as well as for - f < a < 4 
follow by inserting Lemma 4 into Lemma 2 (i). The constant A, can be 
determined in a similar way as was the constant -c9u in the proof of 
Theorem 2 (ii). 
For a > 4, we use Lemma 2 (ii). Inserting the asymptotic expansion of 
Kz(x, 0) of Lemma 4 into the lower bound A;(O), it follows that the 
Lebesgue constant is at least of order nnt “2. In view of (5.8), the upper 
bound is majorized by 
max r ’ IKz(x, O)l rpp(x)x2”+’ dx O<f<l ‘0 
G o<mxy~l IwP(x)l fi ’ 1 2”+“2r(a + 1) -0 xa- 1’2 dx(M,,,)” + 1’2 + C d,,, -. 3 
Here the uniform boundedness of w:(x) in x and t has been used which 
follows for general a by (5.9) and (5.6). B 
6. CONCLUDING REMARKS 
In a forthcoming paper it will be shown that the close correspondence 
between the order of singularity a and the characteristic quantities of mean 
convergence is not confined to the three cases treated above, but holds e.g. 
for eigenfunction expansions associated with certain variants of the Jacobi, 
Laguerre, and Bessel differential equations. 
We add a remark concerning the distinction between regular and irregular 
singular points of a DE given in the form y” + P(z) y’ + Q(z) y = 0 (cf. [6, 
Ch. 91). For each of the cases treated in Theorem 1 the singular point x0 is 
regular. For a tending to infinity, however, (z - zo) P(z) diverges and thus 
the singular point becomes irregular. On the other side, the corresponding 
interval of mean convergence degenerates to the point p = 2, as a --) co, and 
the Lebesgue constant no longer exists. So it is natural to conjecture that an 
eigenfunction expansion with a (finite) irregular singular point in its DE 
converges in Hilbert space only. Here the well-known result of Pollard 
[ 25, II] fits well which states that the expansion in the Laguerre polynomials, 
i.e., in the eigenfunctions of (2.3b), converges iff p = 2. Indeed, from (2.3b) 
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one has P(z) = (a + 1)/z - 1 and Q(z) = k/z which both do not satisfy the 
conditions of a regular singularity at infinity. However, when looking at the 
type of Laguerre expansion associated with the DE (2. lb), the picture is 
disturbed. Here P and Q are given by P(z) = (a + 1)/z and Q(Z) = A/z - d 
and hence the singular point at infinity is irregular since z’Q(z) is un- 
bounded for (z ( + co. On the other hand, P(z) behaves regularly at infinity. 
This indicates that it is the behavior of P(z) rather than of Q(z) which is 
responsible for the convergence behavior of the corresponding eigenfunction 
expansions. 
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